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The main advantages are: 1. Enter your data directly in the table. - Creating a new or modifying an existing psychrometric chart is very easy. - Drawing your data will enhance precision significantly. - Whatever objects you draw will show instantally on the chart. - When you draw temperature sensors on the chart, the data they show will be superimposed. 2. Delete table format, edit objects on the chart, automatically. - When you use
a psychrometric chart for a long time, its table form (structure) becomes a heavy loading of your system. - Alternatively, you can delete all data which you don't want to be loaded on your computer, or delete the specific tables you no longer need. 3. More accurate. - The current psychrometric chart is based on models by Hyland and Wexler in their 1989 ASHRAE Handbook. - Its accuracy is far above the requirements in 1990

ASHRAE Handbook. - But this product was made for even higher accuracy. - What's more, this product provides not only the most accurate and reliable data but also solutions to major problems. 4. More properties, more precise. - CYTSoft Psychrometric Chart not only calculates the temperatures, relative humidities and net water vapor. It also calculates the correlation between air temperature, humidity, total water vapor content,
and so on, to better evaluate the effect of the temperature on the relative humidity and vice versa. - And it also calculates the value of the equivalent flow-rate coefficient for all psychrometric charts, which is more precise than the values given by the ASHRAE Handbook. 5. Simpler and more precise. - The calibration equation is determined according to the perfectly mixed assumption which is more accurate than the equilibrium

assumption used by most psychrometric charts. - It provides optional equations for condensation points, the limiting humidities for wet air and dry air, and so on. - It provides intuitive visualizations for users. 6. Faster. - It provides many formulaes and formulas for wet air, equivalent temperature calculation. - It can analyze and generate reports for all kinds of users. - It can handle the calculation of states at any speed. - Its excellent
charting and plotting tools can automatically highlight objects which need more attention. - It keeps its quality 09e8f5149f
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CYTSoft Psychrometric Chart is a program of sophisticated functions which empower the users to: Reliably calculate the latent and sensible heat Drawable the real gas (moist air) from different sources, such as the ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals, and other Exports the results in various formats such as JPG, PDF, GIF, and PNG Input data is very flexible, including functions of: Receiver w.r.t. the door, window, vent or other
openings, or anything Receiver of the duct system from calculated values The source of air The type of duct system Elevation or degree of inclination, and so on Flexible graphical presentation Export Thermal resistance, conductivity, and enthalpy Air density Reliable calculations Drawable the state of moist air Mixed air High temperatures and pressures Novel systems, such as humid rooms and ventilation systems Extensive formats
CYTSoft Psychrometric Chart download available with an installer package. This product will download the newest version automatically if it is updated, and will notify you if it is not and then require your intervention to update it. Why would one use CYTSoft Psychrometric Chart? CYTSoft Psychrometric Chart is also a software which can be used to assess and manage buildings, with its many features. Some of these features are
described as follows: You can use the chart of CYTSoft Psychrometric Chart in various ways. And the saved states can be listed in different ways, such as in alphabetical order, or in order of date/time, or by the first letters of the data (H, S, V, I, T, F, P,..., Z). The Psychrometric Chart can be applied to evaluate the air quality and sensible heat, space and mass transfer of space. CYTSoft Psychrometric Chart makes it possible to draw
all the thermodynamic objects quickly and accurately, including pressure, humidity, and absolute temperature. It is possible to export the objects to the popular graphics software, such as AutoCAD, for further use. You can import the object's process data into spreadsheet software, such as Excel, for further analysis and use. With this chart, we could draw millions

What's New in the CYTSoft Psychrometric Chart?

YOu need a psychrometric chart? CYTSoft Psychrometric Chart is a pretty good psychrometric chart/calculator, which is user-friendly, but it does not have any functionality for the water vapor and the calculation of the enthalpy of the moist air, which we hope to add later on. For now, it is pretty great! Features: 1. FREE 70+ charts, including 15 basic charts, and 45 customized charts 2. FREE 20+ sample datasets 3. Detailed manual
4. Multi-platform compatible (Windows, Mac, Linux) 5. 1.5 version (2.1 in the future) 6. Simple and easy to use (just one click to start the chart) 7. Supplied smartly formatted dataset Our products can be categorized into five categories. The below are for more details and/or links to these products. Usage Psychrometric Chart Description: CYTSoft Psychrometric Chart is an interactive and intelligent psychrometric chart program
designed for thermodynamics-related industries, especially HVAC and refrigerating. CYTSoft Psychrometric Chart will help engineers to calculate, draw, analyze, edit, print, and export the states and processes of moist air quickly and accurately. This product provides the most accurate and reliable data which strictly comply with 2005 ASHRAE Handbook - Fundamentals. Traditionally, moist air is modeled as a mixture of two ideal
gases by most psychrometric charts and calculators. By contrast, CYTSoft Psychrometric Chart 2.1 gains much higher accuracy and larger extents based on dozens of formulations developed by R. W. Hyland and A. Wexler, in whose reports published by ASHRAE, dry air, water vapor and moist air are all treated as real gases, rather than ideal gases. Thus, this product is especially useful where high precision is required. It includes a
completely customizable chart on which you can draw many kinds of objects (just like CAD). And all these objects are editable. You can insert this chart into other applications easily. The temperature range is -50 to 200 deg C, or -58 to 392 deg F. CYTSoft Psychrometric Chart Description: YOu need a psychrometric chart? CYTSoft Psychrometric Chart is a pretty good psychrometric chart/calculator,
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System Requirements:

2GB RAM 1024x768 or higher resolution monitor 80MB VRAM Windows XP, Windows 7 Steam Game
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